The mimeographed bulletin of the association is closely keyed to the operations of the section. One of the features of the bulletin is a report of the players' standings in the association's sweepstakes events. One point is given for attendance, 3 points for first place, 2 points for second and one point for third.

Newspapers are furnished with publicity concerning the pros' operations. Hunter, Patterson and other officials and members of the Southern California section are not yet disposed to say that the new service will transform pro golf from a tough business, that has to be vigilantly and expertly conducted, into a rich bed of roses, but at least the Sunkist gentlemen are going to see that their idea gets a harsh test of action instead of being confined to the talk stage, as it has for some time past.

Spalding Jones Booklet Offered Pros for School Pupils

A HIGH SCHOOL EDITION of "Rights and Wrongs of Golf," by Bobby Jones, has been issued by A. G. Spalding & Bros. for free distribution by pros who are engaged in high school instruction. The job is very well done and will be a great help to pros who have the difficult problem of maintaining keen interest and getting results from classes of high school kids.

Copies for members of the classes may be secured from the Spalding main office, 105 Nassau St., New York, as long as the limited edition lasts, so pros had better put in their orders promptly.

Dresses for It and Golfs in Rain to Boost Play, Shop Sales

AGAIN in April the boys began to suffer set-backs from rain that held back play. Part of the answer to the rainy day problem is given in the plan Horton Smith employed so effectively while pro at Oak Park CC (Chicago district). When it was raining Horton would get members who were properly equipped for the rain and go out for a round.

Other members seeing the foursome start would question them. Smith would reply that it was just a "Scotch mist," and that some of the most enjoyable rounds he had played in England and Scotland were in the rain, because players over there think no more of rain as a

The Golf Ball VALUE

The NEW

Tommy Armour

50c each

The NEW Tommy Armour is the golf ball value of 1937 because it's stepped up in construction and speeded up in performance. The genuine Vulcanized Latex Cover is good for many extra holes of play. The patented center and two phase winding of vitalized rubber thread gives it the speed and accuracy of a tournament ball.

The Tommy Armour Durability Contest and National advertising makes the players want to try it.

Write us for details of special offer.

THE WORTHINGTON BALL COMPANY
Elyria, Ohio

WORTHINGTON
World's Largest Exclusive Maker of GOLF BALLS

• Use QUICKMAIL coupon No. 25 to answer this ad •